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Vote Mohammad Burhan #1 Student Officer Education 

Hey, I am Burhan, I am a Doctoral Researcher in Aerospace Engineering under ACRG 

(Advanced Composites Research Group) in SMAE (School of Mechanical & Aerospace 

Engineering). I am working on “Multi-scale computational modelling/mathematics of low-

velocity impact damage”, currently implementing this theory on FRP composites. I am the 

first person in my family to become a researcher and go to university and complete masters. 

Since being here I’ve been elected as Postgraduate Demonstrator. Now, I want to use this 

broad experience to stand as your student officer education.  

Education and university degree are not same, there could a person with doctorate and still be 

dumb. If elected I pledge to impart the insight and reality of education. I want to create a 

union culture that better supports, celebrates and recognises the work of our multidisciplinary 

students, our society presidents, and our student media managers. 

We often misunderstand education with degree, I want to impart and be involved in making 

and delivering quality education rather than just graduating with a paper with no insight. 

With my experience, passion and progressive policies, I know that I am the right candidate to 

be your student officer education. 

If elected I will... 

Collaborate with Students in their Education 

·       Implement a ‘Collaborate with students’ policy, allowing collaboration between 

students and staff to create a more engaging and community-driven campus 

·       Represent the student interests insofar as it is possible relating to their academic 

studies. 

·       Increase services for international students, (language workshops, visa aid, travel and 

bank introductions) 

·       Organise seminars, workshops, and handwritten posts for induction programs to 

create familiarity to new students 

·      Develop new much effective methods such as coherent and clearer lecture videos, for 

differently abled students to alleviate difficulties in attending in lectures 

·       Follow up and feedback consistently from student class representatives and 

coordinators to increase and listen to student voice. 



·       Listen and work with student class representatives, giving priorities to student 

concerns.  

General Issues & Student Support 

·       Be concerned with general issues like transfer of courses 

·       Focus on university scholarships, careers education and study skills 

·       Focus on information, guidance, and changes to school and faculty regulations  

If you have any questions about my manifesto or want to propose other policies that you 

would like me to work towards, feel free to email me on mburhan01@qub.ac.uk. 

 


